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MARKET SUMMARY:
Markets show an amazing turnaround as they drop from intra-day record highs in the
afternoon. Notice the Nasdaq severe drop, over 3x the Dow movement in percentage terms.
This massive exodus out of tech stocks shown by the underperformance of the Nasdaq on
very high volume, is a poor indication going into tomorrows trading where this added
skepticism will leave traders reticent to hold their positions into the weekend. This is the 2nd
distribution day in a row for the Dow and the first for the Nasdaq, an indication that sellers are
increasing, something that could easily kill this rally.
Even though equities showed a sudden turnaround, credit markets were relatively
unmoved. This could be credited with the fact that these markets close earlier, however it
could also signal that treasury yields are nearing their lows and have already priced in the
economic travails stock markets are just waking up to. Positive economic data was also
released, a good reason for treasury prices to drop a little.
Inflation worries in Europe, highlighted by ECB council member Axel Weber’s
comments, were blamed for the sudden market turnaround. Weber confessed that even
though the ECB has left rates on hold for now, the central bank may need to raise rates to a
‘restrictive level’ to ensure Europe’s inflation risks do not become more of a problem.

Similarly, the selloff was blamed on JP Morgan’s lowering its growth forecasts for
Baidu.com, seen as a wake up call for soaring Asian equities. Notice the uptick in the VIX
index over the past two days, breaking a large downtrend.
CBOE VIX: 3 MONTH CHART

ECONOMIC NEWS:
Weekly Jobless Claims: Jobless claims decreased greater than expected to 308m
last week, leaving this index at year ago levels, a good sign of strength. This report shows
that employers are not curtailing payrolls ahead of the holiday shopping season, a very
encouraging sign after bleak weekly sales reports on Tuesday (see 10/9/07). Retailers must
believe that the recent weakness in sales is only because of warmer weather and not an
endogenous slowdown in consumer demand.
August Trade Balance: A positive report despite record crude import prices, showing
exports growing .4% while imports decreased .4%. This greater than expected decrease in
the trade gap shows the weak dollar’s export advantage as well as weaker US demand for
foreign goods. Hard assets; gold, cotton, chemicals, food, and feeds showed the greatest
export strength. A growing foreign economy thirsty for resources has helped US’s exports,
even as demand for big-ticket capital goods fell (cars an civilian aircraft).
September Import & Export Prices: Due to a large increase in oil prices, import
prices jumped 1%, while export prices increased a more modest .3%. Excluding petroleum,
import prices would have dropped .2%. Nevertheless the price of imports has consistently
outpaced exports; however most of these increases have been from petroleum, up 20.1%
from last year. Price increases are otherwise contained in other sectors, an encoring sign
for core inflation. Year over year, import costs are higher by 5.2% and exports higher by
4.5%. This is a good report on the whole, just watch for prices of goods from China, rising for
the 5th month as that country deals with tremendous growth and soaring prices. The US has
counted on imports from China to offset domestic inflationary pressures; a large change from
this trend could jeopardize the downtrend in US core prices.
September Treasury Budget: Quarterly tax receipts created a budget surplus of 111.6
billion for September, typically a surplus month. The Treasury also reported a 163 billion
deficit for fiscal year 2007, 2/3rds of the deficit a year ago. This yearly deficit was the result
of taking in a record 2.568 trillion (up 6.7%) while spending a record 2.731 (up 2.9%) trillion
dollars.

Weekly DJ Business Barometer: This index increased a smidgen for the last week of
September, leaving the index flat for the 3Q. This follows flat activity for the 2Q. Weaker
consumer activity was cited as a drag for the barometer in the 3Q as consumers battled
higher gas prices and a weaker housing market. Year over year, both the overall barometer
and smoothed version are down 1%.

